Sublattices of a free lattice are known to satisfy three particular conditions. It is shown that certain sublattices of a free product of lattices satisfy the same three conditions.
Introduction.
A free lattice is known to satisfy the following conditions:
(Fl) xAySuVv implies that xSuWv, or ySuVv, or xAySu, or xAySv;
(F2) u=xVy=xyz implies u=xV(yAz); (F3) u=xAy=xAz implies u=xA(yVz).
(Fl) is in P. M. Whitman [6] , and (F2), (F3) are in B. Jónsson [3] .
These three conditions have proved of prime importance in working with free lattices. Indeed, a great many results about free lattices are derived solely from (Fl), (F2), and (F3). For example, F. Galvin and B. Jónsson [2] used (Fl) to investigate distributive sublattices of free lattices, and (F2), (F3) are used in B. Jónsson [3] ; indeed they imply immediately that a free lattice cannot contain a nondistributive modular sublattice.
In this paper we show that certain sublattices of a free product of lattices satisfy (Fl), (F2), and (F3).
2. The free product. The results presented in this section are those of [1] with several slight changes; we have no need of lattice polynomials, and it is more convenient to have upper and lower covers defined always as suggested by B. Jónsson [4] . We consequently proceed as follows. Let the lattice L be a free product of the family of (distinct) sublattices (L^i el), and let L»=L U{06, lj denote the bounded lattice with 0", lb $ L and 00<x<l6 for all xeL. For each i e I let Z,í = L¿U{06, 1J. For each a e L, i e I, we have upper and lower ¿-covers aH), au) e L\. Indeed, for i,j e I define the homomorphisms <pH, ff'.Lf+Li by xcpH=xcp)=x if j=i, and x(pji=Ob, xcp)=lb if j¿¿i. Then the q>H, cp),jel, extend to respective G. GRÄTZER AND H. LAKSER [May homomorphisms <p{, <p*:L^>-Li, and we denote acpi by au) and acp1 by ai') for each a e L. We say that aU) is proper if a(!) e Li; that is, if au)?íOb, and similarly a(î) is proper if aM e L¡, that is, if a{i)¿¿lb. Observe that if, under the convention of [1] , aH) (respectively au)) exists then, under our present convention, au) (respectively au)) is proper, and conversely.
We have the following lemma, which is a reformulation of Definition 3
and Theorem (i) a^Ab{i)ScU)\d{i)for some i e I; (ii) aAbSc or aAbSd; (iii) aScVd or bScVd.
Since, for each / e /, c>¿ and <p* are lattice homomorphisms extending the identity map L^-*!^, we have the following result and its dual.
Lemma 2. For each i el, aeL
implies aU)Sa, and x e L¿, aeL, xSa imply xSau).
We also recall a result of [5] . Indeed, any minimal representation (see [5] ) of u yields such u0, ■ • • , 3. The theorem. We now state and prove our result.
Theorem.
Let L be a free product of the family of sublattices (L¡\i e I). For each i e I let K{ be a sublattice of L] and let K be a sublattice of L such that au), a«1» e K¿for all a e K, i e I. Let n e {1, 2, 3}. If, for all i e I, K{ satisfies (Fri) then K satisfies (Fn).
Proof. For each iel let K¿ satisfy (Fl). Let a,b,c,de K and let aAbScVd. If, for some iel, aii)AbU)Scu)ydii) then, since Kt satisfies (Fl), we conclude that au)ScU)vdU), or bu)ScU)VdU), or au)Abli)Scu), or au)Abu)Sdu).
By Lemma 2 and its dual it follows that aScVd, or bScVd, or aAbSc, or aAbSd. If, on the other hand, a^Ab^^c^VdL icense or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
